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SHOW OF OPPOSITION
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A group of protesters gathered this past Monday across from Blue Ridge Regional Hospital in Spruce Pine to protest Mission Health’s proposal to move the facility’s labor and delivery services to McDowell Hospital in Marion.

Outcry unlikely to quell stopping labor, delivery at BRRH
BY BRANDON ROBERTS
Editor
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Chelsea Wilson Thayer, of Bakersville, participates in a protest
this past Monday of Mission Health’s proposal to move Blue
Ridge Regional Hospital’s labor and delivery services to McDowell Hospital in Marion. With Thayer are her sons, Brandt,
3, left, and Beckett, 6. She is expecting her third child in July.

SPRUCE PINE – The outcry
against ending labor and delivery
services at Blue Ridge Regional Hospital in Spruce Pine seems to have
not achieved its objective.
While more than 50 adults and
children were actively protesting
Mission Health’s proposal to move
obstetrical services at BRRH to McDowell Hospital in Marion this past
Monday, rumors began circulating
that Mission Health’s board voted
the same day to shut down the department as of Sept. 30.
A press conference was called for
10 a.m. Tuesday at which it was
expected BRRH CEO Becky Carter
would publicly announce the decision.
“I’m due in July and I’ll be delivering here at Blue Ridge Regional,” said Chelsea Wilson Thayer,
of Bakersville, who was among the
sign-wielding protesters gathered in
the parking lot of Dr. Chad Smoker’s
office across the road from BRRH.
“I grew up here and then left for a
while, but I came back not only because it’s home, but also because
it’s home and has access to quality

“This service is crucial to women and families in
this area. I am hoping maybe this outcry will help
or at least buy enough time for Mission to let us respond.”
– Chelsea Wilson Thayer

Bakersville

health care.”
Thayer has two sons, Beckett, 6
and 3-year-old Thayer, who was born
15 minutes after her water broke.
“If that happens when this one’s
born, I won’t make it to Asheville or
Marion,” Thayer said. “This service is
crucial to women and families in this
area. I am hoping maybe this outcry
will help or at least buy enough time
for Mission to let us respond.”
Area doctor Jerry Cade’s daughter,
Emily, was among those protesting.
She and her twin brother, Dr. Gabriel Cade, head of BRRH’s emergency
department, were delivered via emergency C-section. She said if not for
BRRH being so close, either she or
her brother may not have survived.
When Cade was pregnant with
her son, Jack, three years ago, she
was being checked at BRRH when
she developed a massive hemorrhage

Artists praise weekend’s
Toe River Studio Tour

and within 10 minutes required an
emergency C-section.
“Can you imagine,” she said about
having to drive to Marion or Asheville. “When things like (ending labor
and delivery) happen, terrible things
happen.”
Local artist Jennifer Bueno helped
organize the protest in 18 hours
using mainly social media. She said
a Mission representative told her the
protest could not take place on company property.
“Dr. (Chad) Smoker was more than
happy to let us use his parking lot,”
she said. “We are thankful for that.”
Mission voted about a month ago
to close the labor and delivery department at Angel Medical Center
in Franklin amid public outcry and
this past May began considering the
proposal to end labor and delivery
services at BRRH.

No stone unturned
Local woman combines art, adventure

BY BRANDON ROBERTS
Editor
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The 2017 Toe River Studio Tour this past weekend in
Mitchell and Yancey counties featured 84 artists at 53
studio sites where people got a rare glimpse of where
artists live, where and how they work and could purchase pieces from the artists themselves.
It is not known whether it was agreeable weather or
the use of the new Toe River Arts logo, but nearly 100
people over the three-day tour stopped by the Snow
Creek Road studio of potter Michael Kline and his wife,
jewelry maker Stacey Lane in Bakersville.
“We had people stop by from as far away as Florida,”
See TOUR on page 3
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SPRUCE PINE – Spruce
Pine resident Janie Glenn
was trying to think of
something inexpensive, fun
and outdoors for people to
do this summer.
Building off a similar
movement in North Wilkesboro called “Color Wilkes,” Glenn has started
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Spruce Pine resident Janie Glenn admires the rocks she paint- “Spruce Pine Rocks,” where
ed and hid this past week in Mitchell County.
people paint rocks with up-
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See ROCKS on page 3
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lifting messages or images
and place them in public
for others to find.
“I love to paint, so I just
started painting rocks,” she
said. “Then, I just wanted
to come up with something
for people to do.”
Glenn painted 60 rocks
she began hiding this past
Thursday and at least one
is somewhere in Riverside
Park in Spruce Pine. When
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